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news // no. 3
• Canadian party leaders gearing up for 
possible snap election in the fall
• WHO and CDC also advise against vaccine 




In case Canadians weren’t already sick of surprise elections, we may find out 
if there is to be a surprise federal election 
sometime this month. 
In September 2020, Premier of BC 
John Horgan called for a snap election 
during a pandemic and in October was 
able to secure a majority government for 
the NDP party. Ten months later, it seems 
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has his eyes 
on the same prize. 
For federal elections, BC has held 
some serious sway. In the 2015 election, BC 
gave the Liberal party a majority. Then, in 
2019, the province gave the party a minority 
government. Canadian party leaders such 
as NDP’s Jagmeet Singh and Conservative’s 
Erin O’Toole know how important the 
province is in deciding federal election 
results and have already made trips to BC 
this summer to gear up for a possible snap 
election. Trudeau has repeatedly insisted 
that there won’t be an election this year and 
the next one is already scheduled for 2023. 
Trudeau has also made some decisions 
to get on BC’s good side by approving a 
SkyTrain expansion through the Langley 
and Surrey area as well as a $10 a day 
child-care plan. He has also shaved 
his beard and cut his hair which many 
theorize is in preparation for an election. 
Many also theorize that the hiring of 
Indigenous Governor General Mary Simon 
may also hold some sway in the possible 
upcoming election, but so far this is all 
just speculation. In order to call for a snap 
election, the Prime Minister must ask the 
Governor General to dissolve parliament 
and based on the answer, an election will 
go forward. If the Liberal party thinks they 
can win about a dozen seats in the House 
of Commons, a snap election will likely go 
forward. However, if the win a minority 
again, the Liberal’s may need a fresh new 
face for their party. 
If an election is called in August, 
Canadians should be ready to hit the polls 
come September. Analysts theorize the 
possibility of winning a majority is high 
given the Liberal governments handling of 
the pandemic. If patterns can also predict 
the outcome, four out of ten Canadian 
provinces held an election during the 
pandemic with the sitting government 
winning each time. With a majority, 
Trudeau would have more power to 
implement policies on climate change and 
COVID-19 relief. 
Elections Canada is prepping for a 
federal election in the fall and anticipates 
about four to five million mail-in ballots 
because of the continuing pandemic and 
Delta COVID-19 variant.























Trudeau has shaved his beard and cut his hair—and many theorize is in preparation for an election.
Canadian party leaders gearing up for 
possible snap election in the fall
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The coronavirus pandemic might be coming to an end this fall in Canada, but there is a surge 
in cases in some countries because of the Delta 
variant. Although, most of those cases involved 
unvaccinated individuals. This is happening 
alongside Canada reopening the border to foreign 
travelers. 
So far, the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines 
(which are mRNA vaccines) have been effective 
in protecting individuals from getting the virus. 
The number of cases of blood clots caused by 
the AstraZeneca vaccine led to many countries 
prioritizing the mRNA vaccines. Mixing the mRNA 
vaccines with AstraZeneca as a second dose was 
approved after there were studies that came out of 
the United Kingdom and Spain showing that the 
effectiveness of mixing vaccines. These studies led 
Provincial Health Officer Dr. Bonnie Henry in her 
decision of allowing vaccine mixing if BC ran out 
of specific vaccines. The research also informed 
Henry when she allowed the mixing of the mRNA 
vaccines when there was a shortage of the Pfizer 
vaccine. After the acceleration of vaccines being 
delivered to Canada, the country had enough 
vaccines to offer to everyone 12-years old and over.
Canada was able to surpass the United States 
in the number of people that got their first dose of 
the vaccine; Canada currently sits at 80 percent, 
and the United States has not reached their goal of 
having 70 percent of the country getting their first 
dose by Independence Day. 
In reaction to the Delta variant, Pfizer is 
considering a third dose; Pfizer approached 
the FDA for approval on the third dose, and 
the FDA declined and supported the Center for 
Disease Control’s opinion on it. Depending on 
what happens with the pandemic, both health 
authorities could change their stance on the matter.
In British Columbia, 80 percent of the 
population got their first dose, and less than 
1,000,000 eligible people have not received it yet 
(mainly from the younger age groups). In response 
to this, the provincial government announced 
an initiative on July 27 called Vax for BC to try to 
vaccine the rest of the province. Unlike the past 
few months where many individuals would go to 
a mass vaccination site, these vaccinations would 
happen in drop-in clinics and no appointment is 
needed. Anyone who did not get the vaccine or got 
their second dose yet can go to these clinics which 
are popping up in community centres, beaches, 
and even Playland. On August 4, it will be Walk-in 
Wednesday where 200,000 doses are reserved in 
these clinics for anyone that needs them. Recently, 
a slight surge of cases happened in the province—
mainly from an outbreak in the Okanagan.
Coronavirus vaccines update














Many countries are rushing to get most of the population vaccinated, but 
that haste is causing problems for those 
who received two different vaccine doses or 
AstraZeneca, especially with traveling. 
The CDC says that it is preferential 
to receive two of the same vaccine dose, 
rather than mixing two different ones. The 
website states, “In situations where the 
same mRNA vaccine product is temporarily 
unavailable, it is preferable to delay the 
second dose (up to six weeks) to receive the 
same product than to receive a mixed series 
using a different product.” 
Because of this, countries including 
the European Union and the US are not 
recognizing certain vaccines or vaccine 
combinations as fully vaccinated. For 
those who received mixed doses, or 
the AstraZeneca vaccine, travelling 
internationally will be difficult and they 
will still need to quarantine. Mixing 
Moderna and Pfizer (both mRNA 
vaccines) is considered effective but 
mixing of AstraZeneca or other vaccines 
with any other vaccine is not seen as fully 
vaccinated. Canada’s National Advisory 
Committee on Immunization (NACI) 
does recognize vaccine mixing as well as 
AstraZeneca. 
Some cruise lines have been refusing 
entry to those who have mixed vaccines, 
AstraZeneca, or the India produced vaccine 
COVISHIELD (a version of AstraZeneca). 
The reason for not recognizing AstraZeneca 
is that it is considered a “vector vaccine” 
meaning it uses a modified version of a 
different virus to deliver the inoculation to 
our bodies. 
According to the Canadian government 
website, mRNA vaccines are fairly new 
and work by teaching your cells to make 
a protein triggering an immune response 
which makes your body produce antibodies 
and fight off future infection. Health 
Canada reports about 1.3 million Canadians 
have received mixed vaccine doses. 
The World Health Organization’s 
chief scientist Soumya Swaminathan is also 
hesitant on recommending vaccine mixing 
until more studies done on it. “Individuals 
should not decide for themselves, public 
health agencies can, based on available 
data,” she said on Twitter. “Data from mix 
and match studies of different vaccines are 
awaited— immunogenicity and safety both 
need to be evaluated.”
Some countries not recognizing 
mixing of vaccine doses
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• Remembering sports radio legend, ‘Big 
Al’ Davidson
• Highlights from the NBA draft




When Tokyo got the rights to host the Summer Olympic Games in 2020 for the 
second time in 2013, it was the beginning of an 
era where the games would be hosted frequently 
in Asia. I was very excited for them and wanted 
to go to the city to cheer on Team Canada as 
well as Team Japan getting gold medals. In 
the eight years preparing for the games, the 
country was recovering from the earthquake 
and tsunami that happened a decade ago and 
was going through revolutionary changes in a 
number of ways.
When the coronavirus pandemic arrived, 
the country was determined to still host the 
games but had to delay them from 2020 to 2021 
because of the uncertainty of the pandemic. 
All the while the host city had to go through 
another state of emergency for the fourth 
time. Most events had no audiences—and 
this includes family and friends of the athletes 
participating in the games. (Maybe I can go to 
Paris again for the Summer Olympic Games in 
2024). 
The 2020 Tokyo Summer Olympic Games 
began on July 23 with an opening ceremony that 
I thought was going to be exciting but ended 
up being kind of boring—though the ceremony 
was artistically beautiful. 
After legendary Japanese singer Misia 
sang Japan’s national anthem, basketball 
player Miranda Ayim and rugby player Nathan 
Hirayama carried the Canadian flag in the 
Parade of Nations. Emperor Naruhito declared 
the games officially started, and tennis player 
Naomi Osaka lit the Olympic Cauldron.
Despite there being a surge of cases in 
the host city, the number of cases related to 
the games were low and a few athletes got the 
virus but it is unknown how they contracted 
it. The Australian Athletics Olympic Team 
almost got the virus from an American athlete 
but tested negative the second time shortly 
after. There were high expectations for some 
athletes, and it led to a few surprises and upsets 
including tennis player Novak Djokovic trying 
to get a gold medal on his journey of getting 
the golden grand slam. Also notable was Osaka 
being beaten by Markéta Vondroušová where 
she would end up being in the semi-finals of 
womens tennis, and gymnast Simone Biles 
withdrawing from the artistic gymnastics 
womens all-around to take care of her mental 
health. 
History was also made at the games 
where the Philippines, Tunisia, and Bermuda 
got their first gold medals ever in any games 
in Taekwondo, swimming, and triathlon 
respectively. Japan is doing very well right 
now with the host country having 25 medals 
including being tied with China of having the 
most gold medals mainly from Judo at the time 
I am writing this. They also swept skateboarding 
which is new in the game; Japan earned a 
gold medal for 13-year-old Momiji Nishiya in 
women’s skateboarding.
In the case of Canada, we are currently in 
14th place with 14 total medals. Gold medals 
have gone to swimmer Maggie MacNeil in the 
women’s 100m butterfly, Maude Charron in 
women’s weightlifting, and the country’s first 
medals in Judo with bronze medals for Jessica 
Klimkait and Catherine Beauchemin-Pinard. 
The 2020 Tokyo Summer Olympic Games are 
going to make more history in week two with 
athletics events where sprinter Andre de Grasse 
could become the fastest man running.
Tokyo 2020: where does 
Canada stand?





















Most events had no audiences—and this includes family and 
friends of the athletes participating in the games.
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Brandon Yip
Senior Columnist
August marks 30 years since the death of Vancouver sports radio legend, Al Davidson—affectionately 
known by colleagues as “Big Al.” He passed away on August 
9, 1991, at age 65.  
His oftentimes edgy and blunt assessments about 
the BC Lions and the Vancouver Canucks made listeners 
frequently yell at their radios. Davidson began his radio 
career in Port Arthur, Ontario in 1946. He later moved to 
Regina to work at CKCK where he met his eventual wife, 
Patricia (who passed away in September 2020 at age 94). 
Davidson made other radio stops in Winnipeg and Toronto 
before moving to Vancouver to work at CKNW anchoring 
the sports department from 1958 to 1987.   
At CKNW, Davidson was a prominent figure 
covering the Vancouver Canucks and BC Lions (hosting 
pre-game and post-game shows and conducting player 
interviews and profiles). Davidson was outspoken in his 
commentaries, creating controversy whenever he could. 
He also caused controversy off the air. In 1986, he was 
acquitted of arson charges pertaining to a 1985 fire that had 
damaged a company boat called SeaWatch.
Furthermore, Davidson was involved in a high-profile 
dispute with another Vancouver sports announcer, Neil 
Macrae (who died of breast cancer in March 2017 at age 
65). The Vancouver Sun reported in 1987 that Davidson 
had been fired by CKNW for “threatening” Macrae’s life. 
Davidson later won a wrongful dismissal lawsuit. Ironically, 
Davidson had hired Macrae. Davidson ended his radio 
career at CJOR (1986 to 1988).  
Davidson, when interviewed, could be very engaging, 
self-deprecating, and funny. In an October 1982 television 
interview with the late Jack Webster, Davidson was asked 
by Webster to respond to people who had been calling him 
names. Davidson replied, “Nobody calls me names 
Jack, only you call me names!” Webster then asked 
Davidson if he was ready to be his usual “ubiquitous 
self.” Davidson quipped, “I’ll try. You taught me!”   
Interestingly, Davidson was a WWII veteran 
prior to starting his radio career. In 1943, he was 
only 16 years old when he joined the Royal Canadian 
Air Force. He was later sent overseas serving on 
battlefields (438 Wildcat Squadron) that included 
being a radio operator during D-Day.  
Ron Bremner was the station manager at CKNW 
radio in the late 1980s. He said managing Davidson at 
times was very challenging. “If you were his [manager] 
you always had extra Aspirin in the drawer,” he said in 
an email interview with the Other Press. “His antics 
and on-air comments would drive Head Office crazy 
and keep our lawyers busy full-time. Former [CKNW] 
President and GM Ted Smith used to say that he got 
two holidays per year: one [when] he went on holiday 
and one when Al went on holiday.”  
But Bremner has fond memories of Davidson, 
who he thought of as an uncle. Bremner said 
underneath Davidson’s cantankerous gruff exterior, he 
was a devoted husband and father who loved sports 
and fishing; “Lesser known were his many selfless and 
quiet acts of kindness in the community. A visit to a 
retirement home to cheer up an elderly cancer victim, a few 
encouraging words and an autographed hockey stick to a 
kid in the hospital, a visit to a local Little League Park to 
cheer on a hometown team, or perhaps a drop-in chat with 
an old friend ‘down on his luck.’ This was the soft side of 
‘Big Al’ that most never saw or heard of.”
In 2011, Davidson was inducted into the BC Football 
Hall of Fame (media category). His daily “Spotlight on 
Sport” segment regularly featured his opinions about the 
BC Lions. Davidson was also an important figure on Lions 
radio broadcasts. In addition, he was an esteemed member 
of the Football Reporters of Canada. As well, Davidson 
was a member of the Schenley Award selection committee 
acknowledging the CFL’s outstanding players until 1988.       
The late Vancouver Sun columnist Denny Boyd, who 
was a longtime friend and colleague, once wrote about 
Davidson summarizing his legacy appropriately: “I hated 
the infuriating way Davidson [practiced] his trade. He 
was biased, bigoted, vindictive, and inaccurate. Put him 
in front of a microphone and he became as unpredictably 
dangerous as an exploding stove. But, God help me, I 
would get out of bed early every morning to hear him 
commit all the foregoing sins…”
Remembering sports radio 
legend, ‘Big Al’ Davidson
 › Davidson’s polarizing on-air personality 

























So far, the Vancouver Canucks have made plenty of moves during this off-
season that saw many players come and 
go. Whether it was through free agency, 
trades, or draft picks, the team made many 
transactions that made big changes to 
the roster. Here are a couple of things to 
takeaway:
A DEAL WITH THE DESSERT
The Canucks made a blockbuster trade 
with the Arizona Coyotes that saw them 
trade:




• Second-round pick in 2022




There are many potential benefits and 
risks the Canucks face in this trade. On 
one end they cleared up $12 million of 
cap space for forwards that produced a 
combined 10 points last season. They 
also acquired a former two-time all-star 
defenseman in Oliver Ekman-Larsson and 
an up-and-coming 25-year-old forward in 
Conor Garland. 
However, the 30-year-old Ekman-
Larsson also comes at the cost of six more 
years at nearly $49 million (an annual 
average of $8.25 million). There’s some 
concern as to whether the defenceman can 
remain healthy and play like how he was as 
an all-star a couple of years back. Hopefully 
the Canucks get the all-star version of the 
defenceman and continue to see growth 
with Conor Garland. 
MORE NEW FACES IN VANCOUVER
The Canucks definitely did not stop with 
bringing in new faces after the Arizona 
trade. The team signed over 10 brand new 
players so far including 2021 Stanley Cup 
champion Luke Schenn (who played for the 
team back in 2018-19), veteran goaltender 
Jaroslav Halak, Maple-ridge native Brad 
Hunt, and many more. The Canucks also 
decided to buy out goaltender Braden 
Holtby, who signed with the team in 2020.
LONG TIME CANUCK LEGEND IS 
HOLLYWOOD BOUND
After spending 13 years with the Vancouver 
Canucks, Alex Edler and the Canucks 
decided to part ways this offseason. Edler 
signed a one-year $3.5 million deal with 
the Los Angeles Kings. The Canucks paid 
tribute to Edler by releasing a one-minute 
video of the defensemen’s highlights with 
the team.
The former Canuck scored just over 
400 points, and was selected as an all-
star in 2012, and was the final remaining 
member of the 2011 Western Conference 
championship roster to be on the team this 
past season.
Takeaways from the 
Vancouver Canucks 
offseason
 › The Canucks were notably active during downtime
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Craig Allan
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On November 2, 2019, the British Columbia Lions lost to the Calgary Stampeders. This brought the end 
to their 2019 season. With the playoffs far out of sight by 
this point, the Lions looked to overhaul their roster for 
a better 2020 season. This included firing head coach 
DeVone Claybrooks, bringing in veteran coach and 
Grey Cup champion Rick Campbell, and finding 
offensive linemen that could help defend Michael 
Reilly (who was sacked more than any other 
quarterback in the league).
Little did the Lions (or anyone 
else) know, planning for a Canadian 
Football League season in 2020 would 
be a fruitless endeavour. After being 
refused a loan from the government 
and unable to make a significant 
enough profit without fans in the 
stands due to COVID-19, the CFL 
decided to cancel the 2020 season. 
After 21 months and an offseason that 
included discussions of a possible 
merger with the upstart XFL that 
ultimately fell through (thank god), the 
CFL is finally beginning a shortened 2021 
CFL season this week.
This season will be a rebuilding year for 
the Lions. This is evident from their defensive 
line, which will be almost entirely assembled 
with players that have little to no CFL experience. 
The offensive line will also be overhauled to provide 
more protection for Michael Reilly. New offensive line 
coach Kelly Bates, who came in midway through 2019, 
already began to yield noticeable improvements in the 
offensive line in the ladder half of the season. Bates is 
no doubt hoping that the long layoff does not stop the 
momentum he and the offense developed last year.
This season will also see the Lions enter a period of 
uncertainty regarding ownership as well. This is because 
their long-time owner, David Braley—who owned the 
team since 1996—passed away in October. While Braley 
has left the team with enough money to get through 
the next three seasons (though this number might be 
inaccurate as it may not factor in the pandemic) this does 
represent a time of great uncertainty for the Lions. It is 
no secret that the CFL has struggled to gain the support 
of fans in the major markets of Toronto, Montreal, and 
Vancouver. With the CFL in a very precarious position right 
now due to not playing the 2020 season, the Braley family 
estate may have trouble finding a new owner to take on a 
team that has consistently lost fans season after season.
On a personal note, I am excited for the return of the 
Lions. I have been a Lions season ticket holder since 2004 
and the Lions being there has helped me get through 
some tough times. Whenever I would be working two 
jobs, six days a week (11 shifts in a row in some cases), 
knowing that going to Lions games gave me an 
excuse to take a day off. I always viewed BC Place 
as kind of like my summer home; a home that 
I have to get patted down before I go in, but a 
home none the less. 
I have had a lot of sporting fandom 
disappointment in my life. Whether 
it was the Vancouver Grizzlies of 
the National Basketball Association 
moving in 2001 or the Montreal Expos 
of Major League Baseball moving in 
2004, sports teams have always let 
me down in ways very few fans ever 
experience. The Lions are the outlier. 
Sure, they don’t win the championship 
every year, but they have always been 
there, and with my record of sports 
fandom, that is enough. 
This already weird season is starting off 
on an uneven foot already. Not only are they 
not facing any pre-season opponents, but they 
had to cut their training camp in Kamloops short 
due to the wildfire smoke in the area. 
Hopefully this will not hurt the Lions as they 
look to improve from their last season. As they get set to 
play this critical season of CFL football, the Lions will 
no doubt be trying to win over the event-starved fans of 
Vancouver and maybe get the attention of some owners 
with deep pockets. The Lions are the oldest professional 
team on the Canadian West Coast, and a good season can 
help ensure that streak continues long into the future. 
Mo Hussain
Sports Reporter
The NBA draft wrapped up with many noteworthy transactions taking place. 
Whether it was a trade that built the next 
super team or surprising picks not many 
expected, this draft had plenty of action. 
Here are three things to take away from last 
Thursday’s draft:
LAKER SUPER TEAM
It’s quite ironic that the biggest news to 
come out of Thursday's draft wasn’t an 
actual draft pick, but rather a trade that 
sent shockwaves through the basketball 
world.. The Los Angeles Lakers acquired 
former NBA MVP Russell Westbrook and 
two second round picks in exchange for 
Kyle Kuzma, Kentavious Caldwell-Pope, 
Montrezl Harrell, and the Lakers 22nd pick 
at the draft. 
Westbrook will join the dominant 
duo of LeBron James and Anthony Davis 
next year in pursuit of his first NBA 
championship. Westbrook has averaged 
an astounding triple-double in four of his 
last five seasons. The Lakers look to bounce 
back from a disappointing first round exit 
this past season and hope this move can 
give this team its second championship in 
three years. 
RAPTORS MAKE A SUPRISING PICK
When the Toronto Raptors were on the 
clock to select a player with their fourth 
overall pick, the consensus was that they 
would go with point guard Jalen Suggs out 
of Gonzaga University. Suggs was notably 
famous for hitting a buzzer beater that sent 
Gonzaga to the NCAA championship game 
in April. 
However, the Raptors instead selected 
forward Scottie Barnes out of Florida State 
University. Barnes wasn’t all that behind 
Suggs in some draft boards, but selecting 
Barnes surprised many due to what the 
Raptors already have. The Raptors already 
have two young forwards that they can build 
the team around in Pascal Siakam and OG 
Anunoby. It will be interesting to see how 
they fit the 20-year-old into their system. 
WARRIORS HIT THE LOTTERY 
After reportedly rejecting an offer from the 
Philadelphia 76ers that would have the 
team acquire Ben Simmons in exchange 
for the Golden State Warriors two lottery 
picks, the team made some noteworthy 
selections. With the seventh pick, the 
Warriors selected forward Jonathan 
Kuminga out of the G-league Ignite. 
Kuminga was projected to go slightly ahead 
of the teams pick, but he managed to fall 
into their laps. Kuminga averaged close to 
16 points and seven assists a game in his 
only season in the G-league. This is quite 
impressive considering he is only 18 years 
old and is producing these kinds of stats 
against grown men.
The Warriors also selected guard 
Moses Moody out of Arkansas University 
with the 14th pick. Moody was also 
projected to go much higher than the 
team expected. He brings the team his 
tremendous shooting ability as he averaged 
close to 17 points a game and shot 42 per 
cent from the field last season. 
Highlights from the NBA draft
 › The biggest news wasn’t even a draft pick
The Lions awaken
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Since this issue pertains to health, why not write about one of the most 
stress inducing sports moments that can 
negatively affect one’s mental health: 
penalty kicks in soccer. Penalty kicks are 
about as anxiety provoking as trying not to 
test positive for the latest COVID-19 variant.
A recent example was the Euro 2020 
final between England and Italy. With 
the score tied 1 to 1 after extra time, 
the match went to the dreaded penalty 
kicks. Italy scored on three of their five 
penalty kicks, whereas England missed 
three of their five penalty kicks. Marcus 
Rashford hit the post; Jadon Sancho was 
stopped by Italian goalkeeper, Gianluigi 
Donnarumma; then 19-year-old Bukayo 
Saka had his shot stopped.    
Unfortunately, Rashford, Sancho, and 
Saka later received racist abuse on social 
media by anonymous keyboard heroes. 
There was no need for those players to 
receive that kind of abhorrent abuse online. 
Granted, the three players could have taken 
better penalties. 
Surely, there must be a better way to 
end a soccer match than resorting to penalty 
kicks. It is almost equivalent to deciding 
a winner in a baseball game by having a 
home run derby. But in the late 1990s, FIFA 
did experiment by incorporating a sudden 
death format (golden goal rule) at the 1998 
and 2002 FIFA World Cup. After regulation 
and teams are still tied, two 15-minute halves 
would still be played. However, the first team 
to score during extra time wins the game.
But in the end, penalty kicks will 
always be stressful. And it is up to the 
players to try and be as calm and relaxed 
as possible. Easier said than done! My 
amateur soccer advice would be this… just 
kick the bloody ball hard—where the goalie 
can’t stop it. 
Famous penalty kick misses
1) Roberto Baggio (1994 FIFA World Cup in 
the US)
In June 1994, the final between Italy and 
Brazil would go to penalties with the score 
0 to 0. Dunga of Brazil would score to put 
Brazil ahead 3 to 2. Roberto Baggio had to 
score for Italy. Unfortunately, he kicked the 
ball over the net. Brazil rejoiced in victory 
while Italy resigned in sorrow. Years later, 
Baggio, in his autobiography, wrote that his 
penalty kick miss still haunts him: “They 
had to choose one image from the finals, 
and they chose my mistake.”  
2) Michel Platini (1986 FIFA World Cup in 
Mexico)
In June 1986, Michel Platini of France was 
considered one of the greatest mid-fielders. 
He took a penalty kick against Brazil in 
a quarterfinal match (game was tied 1 to 
1). Astonishingly, Platini’s shot soared 
over the crossbar. His hands clutched his 
head in embarrassment. And to add salt 
to the wound, it happened to be Platini’s 
birthday as well. France did win the penalty 
shootout 4 to 3 to eliminate Brazil and a big 
sigh of relief for Platini. On the other hand, 
Platini’s penalty miss would have been 
good for a three-point field goal in the CFL! 
3) Aldo Serena (1990 FIFA World Cup in 
Italy)
In July 1990, Italy was the host nation 
and faced Argentina in the semi-final in 
Naples. Diego Maradona, who played for 
Napoli (club team) was the enemy that 
evening. The game was tied 1 to 1 after the 
end of extra time. Argentine goalkeeper, 
Sergio Goycochea, had an outstanding 
tournament making key saves, especially 
during penalty kicks. He stopped Roberto 
Donadoni. Then Maradona scored to 
put Argentina ahead 4 to 3. It was now 
Aldo Serena of Italy to try to equalize. 
Unfortunately, Goycochea guessed 
correctly again diving to his left to stop 
Serena’s shot. Italy was eliminated while 
Argentina and Maradona celebrated.       
4) Chris Waddle (1990 FIFA World Cup in 
Italy)
In June 1990, England faced West Germany 
in the semi-final with the match going to 
penalties with the score tied 1 to 1. During 
penalty kicks, West Germany went ahead 4 
to 3. Chris Waddle needed to score to keep 
England alive. Unfortunately, Waddle’s shot 
sailed high over the net. Over the years, fans 
have quipped that Waddle’s ball was on a 
mission to the moon. Waddle has come 
to terms with his penalty miss and has a 
sense of humour about his gaffe. “It’ll be 
nice to see the ball again because the last I 
saw of it was when it went sailing out of the 
stadium and up into a lunar orbit,” Waddle 
told WalesOnCraic in November 2016. “It 
all happened such a long time ago now but 
every time I’m heading down to Kwik Save 
to get some [cigarettes], I always get some 
arsehole asking if I got my ball back.”
 5) Gareth Southgate (Euro 1996 in England)
At Euro 1996, England faced Germany 
in the semi-final with the game going to 
penalties to decide the match with the 
score tied 1 to 1. During the penalty kick 
session, all five shooters from England 
and Germany scored sending it to sudden 
death. Gareth Southgate (now current 
manager for England’s national team) 
missed his penalty kick. Germany’s 
Andreas Möller would then score to seal 
the victory. Southgate received negative 
backlash from English fans and media. 
Southgate reflected on his penalty miss 
in an August 2020 interview with Prince 
William for the Daily Mirror: “I never felt 
anger actually. I just felt regret, remorse, 
responsibility. To a small degree that 
still lives with me, to have failed under 
pressure under that huge spotlight is hard, 
professionally, to take.”  
To miss or not to miss
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This year marks 50 years since The Doors released their final album, L.A. 
Woman. The Doors were one of the most 
controversial bands in the late 1960s. This 
was attributed mainly to charismatic lead 
singer and poet, Jim Morrison and his 
oftentimes erratic onstage behaviour due to 
alcoholism. 
A low point for the band occurred in 
March 1969, when Morrison was arrested 
after a concert in Miami. Morrison, who 
was very inebriated, went on a profanity-
laced tirade and was alleged to have 
exposed himself on stage. He was later 
put on trial and accused of lewd and 
lascivious behaviour, indecent exposure, 
drunkenness, and profanity. Morrison was 
convicted but appealed the verdict at the 
time of his death. Posthumously, he was 
given a pardon in December 2010.    
Morrison’s encounters with the law 
along with the bad publicity generated 
affected the band’s ability to tour. Future 
shows were cancelled due to Morrison’s 
arrest and trial. However, one option 
that The Doors had where they would be 
immune from anymore trouble with the 
law was to record another album in the safe 
confines of their home rehearsal studio in 
Los Angeles.
But the recording of L.A. Woman had 
a troublesome start. Longtime producer, 
Paul Rothchild (who passed away in 1995 
at age 59), was frustrated with The Doors’ 
creativity and effort in the studio. It had 
gotten to the point where Rothchild would 
have preferred the smell of an outhouse 
instead of producing another Doors album. 
So, Rothchild left the project with audio 
engineer, Bruce Botnick, taking over the 
recording sessions.   
The Doors, who usually recorded 
with each other, enlisted help during 
the recording of L.A. Woman. Rhythm 
guitarist, Marc Benno, was brought in to 
play alongside Robby Krieger. As well, Jerry 
Scheff, bass player for Elvis Presley, was 
another strong musical acquisition.
The band went back to their roots: 
blues and rock and roll. The opening 
track, “The Changeling” is a catchy and 
upbeat while being a downright hardcore 
song that combines blues rock and funk 
music—a tribute to James Brown. In 
addition, there is the symmetry provided 
by the rest of the band all having unique 
musical backgrounds. Ray Manzarek’s 
keyboard wizardry (jazz background), 
Robby Krieger’s guitar work (flamenco 
background), and John Densmore’s 
drumming (jazz influences).   
The album contains other hits 
including “Love Her Madly” written by 
Robby Krieger. As well, the classic “Riders 
on the Storm” combines elements of soft 
rock, blues, and jazz. The overdubbing 
of heavy rainstorm sounds adds both a 
sinister yet ethereal quality to the song. 
Other tracks include “The WASP (Texas 
Radio and the Big Beat),” “Been Down 
So Long,” “Cars Hiss by My Window,” 
“L’America,” “Hyacinth House,” and a 
cover of John Lee Hooker’s “Crawling King 
Snake.”  
Yet, it is the title track, “L.A. Woman,” 
that still resonates with so many Doors 
fans including Jim Ladd, former disc jockey 
at KLOS radio in Los Angeles. He says 
“L.A. Woman” is the benchmark Doors 
song. “For me, as a Los Angeles native, 
it’s our anthem,” Ladd said in the 2012 
documentary, The Doors: Mr. Mojo Risin’—
The Story of L.A. Woman. “You know, what 
describes L.A. better than ‘L.A. Woman’? 
Answer, nothing!” Ladd also states the song 
is a perfect highway cruising song: “You 
need to be in a car with [the volume] on 
10 and screaming down the freeway in Los 
Angeles listening to ‘L.A. Woman.’ You’ll 
get that song.” Morrison added his mark 
during the latter parts of the song when the 
tempo slows down and gradually speeds up 
again. Morrison repeats the phrase, “Mr. 
Mojo Risin’,” an anagram he created from 
his name. 
Notably, the L.A. Woman album also 
revealed the cohesiveness of The Doors 
working together as a unit. They were 
a consistent and solid recording group, 
releasing six albums in a span of four years 
(1967 to 1971). But Morrison’s vocals and 
the effort he puts into every track on L.A. 
Woman is what drives the album. He belts 
out each song with his baritone voice that 
is at times, shouting and bellowing, almost 
like he is sending a message to his loyal 
fans that he still has it. The “Lizard King” 
can still slither and “do anything”; his 
“Mojo” is still “risin” and stronger than ever. 
In March 1971, after Morrison finished 
recording his vocals, he moved to Paris 
to join his girlfriend, Pamela Courson. 
Morrison wanted to get away from the rock 
and roll lifestyle, the lingering negativity 
stemming from his Miami conviction, 
and just concentrate on his true passion: 
writing poetry. Tragically, he was found 
dead in a bathtub in a Paris apartment 
on July 3, 1971. He was 27. Morrison was 
later buried in Paris’ famous Père Lachaise 
Cemetery.      
L.A. Woman was released in April 
1971 and the album was a success. It went 
2x platinum (selling over two million 
copies). It peaked at number nine on the 
US Billboard 200 charts in June 1971 staying 
36 weeks on the charts. Ray Manzarek, 
who died in May 2013 from cancer at age 
74, reflected on the legacy of L.A. Woman, 
in an interview with Uncut in February 
2007: “Viewing it from the outside, you can 
put a neat little bow on it and see it as our 
last performance, but for us we were just 
playing our butts off,” he said. “Fast, hard, 
and rocking, but cool and dark, too. Every 
Doors song has its own spirituality, its own 
existential moment [….] I love the sound 
of The Doors—I can become an outsider 
now and think to myself, that is one tight 
motherfucking band.”
L.A. Woman is a perfect final album 
by The Doors and it is also a fitting epitaph 
for Jim Morrison. The album also has a 
sad legacy. It leaves Doors fans wondering, 
had Morrison lived, what music the group 
would have released of even greater quality 
and richness.
The Doors remain open and infinite
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August holds a special power in the year. It’s the ultimate juxtaposition 
month being the end of summer, while 
also representing new beginnings. Certain 
situations and feelings occur more in 
August: breakups before life gets hectic 
again with back-to-school season, a final 
chance for a summer romance, dread 
towards the sneaking-up summers end, 
the joy of still having another month to 
mess around under the sticky sun, and so 
on. Here’s a playlist that travels along these 
events and feelings throughout a day in 
August:
Morning 
You just woke up and it’s already sunny 
outside. Enjoy it while it lasts, because a 
7am wakeup call in four months will look 
like the dead of night. You have work. 
Despite being tired, you turn your music on 
and get ready for the day on hype mode. 
“I Feel Alive?” – COIN
If there’s any way to wake up in a good 
mood, it’s knowing how fantastic being 
alive is. When you’re truly in that mind 
state, nothing feels better than just 
screaming “I FEEL ALIVE!” and as COIN 
continues, “we’re okay, yeah we’re okay!”
“Work Bitch” – Britney Spears
“You want a Lamborghini? / Sip martinis? 
/ Look hot in a bikini? You better work, 
bitch!” When Britney tells you what to do, 
you listen. 
Lunch
Ah, a break. As you mindlessly scroll 
your feeds on an outdoor patio, you hear 
a familiar text ding. Oh, you’re getting 
broken up with! Luckily, if anything, he 
beat you to it. Moving forward—damn, this 
banh mi is amazing. Let’s listen to some 
harder music instead of thinking about 
that mess.
“Sound of Where’d U Go” – Illenium, Said 
The Sky, 1788-L
“No, don’t come find me, I won’t be here 
waiting / I so can do it alone / You’re not 
worth staying.” Well isn’t that the mood 
right now. With one of the hardest drops, 
this song is the best to represent your 
current internal workings.
“oops!” – Yung Gravy
Their loss. Time to turn up on the 
patio deck. You’re going to be doing 
inconspicuous footwork your whole walk 
back to work with this one. Who cares 
about anything—seriously. Let’s just vibe. 
Afternoon
Now, you’re not exactly sad as you finish 
up your work, but something’s happening. 
Feelings… who needs ‘em? 
“Superposition” – Young the Giant
“Why don’t we collide the spaces that 
divide us? I want you to want me,” yeah… 
it’s okay to mope a little.
“Miracle, Baby” – Nothing But Thieves
They say be careful what you wish for, and 
you may have a lot of wishes stacked up 
right now. Take it from Nothing But Thieves, 
“You need a miracle, baby / But I wouldn’t 
wait too long / It’s not gonna save ya.”
Dinner
Over it. It’s refreshing to be back in the 
world as a strong and independent person, 
and you’re excited to find 
yourself again. Spices are 
floating in the air, and 
your windows are open. 
You can save the leftovers 
for tomorrow. 
“Woman” – Kesha
“I’m a motherfuckin’ 
woman! Baby, alright! 
I don’t need a man if 
he holds me too tight,” 
that’s real. This song is 
all-around fun-loving 
and inspirational at the 
same time. Even Kesha 
starts laughing midway 
through the second 
verse.
“6PM In New York” – 
Drake
What more is there to say 
besides, “Oh, you gotta 
love it, oh, you got—oh, 
you gotta love it.” 
Evening
Taking a walk with your 
dog and thinking about how grateful you 
are that you’re alive and it’s the perfect 
temperature of warm with a cool breeze, 
and of how beautiful the sky is as the sun 
sets. How you did good at work today, 
and you have beach plans with friends 
tomorrow. How you’re free and ready to 
have a hot girl summer.
“Lemonade” – Internet Money, Gunna, 
Don Toliver, NAV
This song just makes me feel good. Don’t 
know what they put in there, but it’s a 
guaranteed good time. 
“Look at the Sky” – Porter Robinson
This one has a bright outlook on the future, 
with the chorus singing, “Look at the sky, 
I’m still here / I’ll be alive next year / I can 
make something good.” A perfect way to 
end off any day: hopeful for a new start and 
great tomorrow. 
August days are meant to be enjoyed, 
especially after the last year and a half. 
People are getting vaccinated and come 
September we should be back in full swing. 
Things are looking up and there’s nothing 
that should keep you from looking up, too. 
Driving through August















I was concernedly young the first time I ever watched a horror movie. Every 
summer, my parents would offload me and 
my brothers at our grandparents’ house 
for a week, where the Gibb boys would 
commandeer the basement and live our 
best ’90s child lives. There’s an eight-year 
age gap between my oldest brother and 
me, so I was always more of a tagalong 
to their visions—which often included 
bringing a VCR to my grandparents’ place 
so we could watch as many movies as our 
impressionable eyeballs could handle.
It was in my grandparents’ basement 
that I witnessed my first horror movie, 
Jason Goes to Hell. I couldn’t have been 
older than seven or eight, and all I 
remember was seeing some sexy teens 
get murdered while getting sexy together 
in a tent. However, that movie launched 
me into a life-long adoration for horror 
movies and similarly, horror books.
Enter the Fear Street books, the 
young-adult horror series considered 
scarier than Goosebumps but for readers 
not-quite old enough for the likes of 
Stephen King. Yes, author R.L. Stine’s 
other horror series Goosebumps remains 
the unequivocally essential reading for 
young readers looking to dabble their 
toes in the genre, but it was the Fear 
Street series that really embraced horror. 
Goosebumps loved its fake-outs and 
ambiguous scares while the latter never 
shied away from killing off characters. 
(In a 2021 interview with The Guardian, 
Stine even confirmed “Nobody ever dies 
in Goosebumps.”) The film adaptations of 
these series continue this parallel, with the 
2015 Goosebumps movie rated PG and the 
Fear Street films all boasting an R-rating.
Released across three weeks this 
past July, the Fear Street trilogy has been 
relatively well-received (their Rotten 
Tomatoes scores range between 83 and 
92 percent, which is especially impressive 
considering the genre) but these films 
are even more noteworthy because of the 
love story at the centre of it between high 
school students Deena (Kiana Madeira) 
and Sam (Olivia Scott Welch). Deena is 
openly a lesbian, while Sam starts the 
series off in a heterosexual relationship 
with someone else, and while Fear Street 
initially plays with this classic “one 
person’s out, one person’s closeted” trope, 
we quickly get the impression that Sam 
and Deena are endgame material.
It feels weird, praising a film 
for having supernatural murderers 
continuously chasing a lesbian couple 
and their friends, but it’s representation 
in a genre that has been sorely lacking 
LGBTQ+ characters in the past. Upon 
viewing Fear Street and realizing how 
groundbreaking it felt, I tried racking my 
brain over what other horror films were 
centred around an LGBTQ+ romance and 
couldn’t think of one. Internet searches 
produced articles like “7 most iconic 
LGBT+ character in horror movies,” but 
the only arguably iconic one to appear on 
these lists is Rocky Horror Picture Show’s 
Frank-N-Furter (portrayed by Tim Curry). 
Fear Street’s lesbian couple at the centre of 
the bloodbath shouldn’t feel so innovative, 
and yet it does. I long for the day when 
mad serial killers can stalk people of all 
genders and orientations, but until then, 
I’ll take what Fear Street has to offer. 
In defense of ‘Fear Street’s’ supernatural 
killers trying to murder LGBTQ+ characters
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Having trouble focusing in school? Every student can relate to that. 
However, there are people who need more 
help with concentration than others. 
Some of these people might be diagnosed 
with ADHD or ADD and need to take 
medication for it, while others work in 
highly competitive environments and 
need the boost. Whatever the reason, 
the answer to problems of focus is often 
drugs. The 2018 Netflix special Take Your 
Pills explores different stories of people 
taking focus enhancing drugs such as 
Adderall and Ritalin as well as the history 
of the medication.
The documentary opens with 
eye-catching, colourful, and sometimes 
psychedelic imagery and graphics; you 
kinda feel like you are on Ritalin yourself 
as your eyes dart across the screen 
(which sets the appropriate tone for the 
film). It focuses on university students’ 
experiences in taking Adderall and 
Ritalin to enhance their performance in 
school. The film has some fascinating 
perspectives on the popularity of these 
drugs in education, how these drugs 
helped students with their goals, and how 
good the pills make users feel—while also 
discussing the medication’s downfalls. 
One student emphasizes how much the 
drug helped her with school, but also that 
she felt slower and not as funny as she 
used to be—but she states that you have 
to “pick and choose.” A former NFL player 
talks about how it helped him in his 
football career and how it made his body 
pain go away. 
As the documentary goes on about 
ADHD and medication statistics—Dr. 
Anjan Chatterjee—chair of Neurology at 
the University of Pennsylvania, mentions 
an interesting connection. “People used 
to take drugs to check out, now people 
take drugs to check in.” This fact prompts 
the interviewer to ask the doctor how he 
feels about this point while she adds on 
that “it makes [her] kinda depressed.” 
“We probably have meds for that,” 
Chatterjee jokes. 
It may make some people sad 
thinking about having to do drugs 
to enhance performance but, as the 
documentary details, doing drugs to 
solve problems or to make people work 
harder has been around since before 
we even knew what these drugs were. 
Doctors in the past used to prescribe 
heroin and cocaine as common remedies, 
amphetamines were given to soldiers to 
help them stay awake and alert—and 
amphetamines were also prescribed to 
people for weight control, depression, and 
period pains. It was simply the times. 
People using Adderall and Ritalin 
is the sign of our competitive and 
fast-paced culture, but it’s also nothing 
new. The documentary discusses that 
TIME magazine reported a study on 
the relationship between students and 
amphetamines as early as 1937. We 
also may recall artists of today singing 
about Adderall usage, but singers back 
then such as Fred Astaire sang about 
the same thing but under a different 
name: Benzedrine. The film offers a lot 
of fascinating comparisons of the way 
amphetamines were used and treated 
in the ’20s, ’30s, and ’60s to the fashion 
in which they are used and represented 
today. 
Take Your Pills is a fascinating 
and fun educational film about the 
strengths and downfalls of ADD/ADHD 
medication and its prominent use 
throughout history. I give it a four out 
of five because, ironically, it was hard 
for me to stay focused on the film as it 
had some slow parts and sometimes too 
much talking parts together. I could have 
used some Adderall to finish it. With 
media having either an overly positive or 
negative representation of the drugs, it’s 
refreshing to see such a balanced take.
‘Take Your Pills’ documentary review
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Art is a way to express yourself, heal deep traumas, understand others, connect with nature, and so much more. On top of that, art is universally one of the best ways to start a conversation, and when it comes to health (mental, physical, or emotional) raising 
awareness and reducing stigma is best done when viewers can receive a glimpse into the lives of those who have suffered. Art is a 
window into other people’s lives and souls, and when you step into their shoes, empathy follows much easier.
“Saint of Suicide,” and “Bathe in my own Misery” by Shawn Coss
Shawn Coss is an artist from Akron, Ohio, and his art focuses on mental illness. Self-described “artist for those who are broken,” 
Coss’ artwork digs deep into the beholder as his skeletal and ghoulish characters feel unnerving, yet all too familiar. His mental 
illness focused artwork derived from an inktober series beginning in 2016, which opened him up to creating more art that 
encouraged viewers to have open conversations about mental health. Coss has even worked for clients such as Stephen King!
Toby Allen
Living in the UK but working worldwide, Toby Allen works on video games and children’s books as a freelance illustrator. He created 
the “Real Monsters” project in hopes to spread awareness and reduce stigma about mental illnesses that are lesser-known or 
misrepresented. Allen puts a face to the invisible monsters that cause so many people turmoil, but in doing so, makes the illnesses 
feel less threatening—as though they are characters we can work together with rather than a concealed enemy we have no chance 
fighting against.
artislife.ca
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Hannah Daisy
Hannah Daisy is a London-based artist showcasing bright and joyful artwork with the occasional darker theme. Daisy’s work often 
focuses on mental and physical health, LGBTQAI+, and feminism. As a mental health occupational therapist, she hits the nail on the 
head for some of the less spoken about thoughts that may arise throughout the mental health journey. She’s most well-known for 
creating the hashtag #BoringSelfCare, which reclaims self-care in its truest, oftentimes boring, state.
Blake Neubert
Blake Neubert specializes in 
eerie portraits of popular figures, 
typically embracing blood-shot 
large eyeballs and terrified facial 
expressions. However, in February 
he stepped out of his comfort 
zone to create a series of portraits 
representing himself, each with a 
different look and meaning. Out of 
eight of them, the three here from 
left to right represent Neubert’s 
experience with trichotillomania, 
obsessive compulsive disorder, 
and bipolar disorder. They can be 
found on Neubert’s Instagram, 
and his captions are fantastically 

















Hacks for healthy eating as
a broke college student
Alexis Zygan
Staff Writer
The education system fails to guide students towards healthy lifestyle choices. Serving sizes on nutrition labels are enigmatic. 
And although health and wellness are part of the curriculum, there 
are gaps in the lesson plan. By the time students enter university and 
are buying groceries, most of what was taught about healthy eating 
is forgotten. As pupils struggle with balancing classes, assignments, 
and household chores they barely have any time left in the day for 
cooking—especially cooking unprocessed whole foods that include 
all the nutrients to stimulate brain health. As a result, by their second 
semester students are dehydrated, fatigued, and gravitating towards 
unhealthy ways of coping with the pressures of early adulthood. The 
average college student pulls all-nighters to study, binges on alcohol 
on the weekends, and eats fast food because it’s convenient and 
cheap. Meanwhile, all the required readings, essay deadlines, and 
tests interfere with their ability to reduce stress. 
Kaitlynn Hoffman, a registered holistic nutritionist and 
graduate of the Canadian School of Natural Nutrition, 
emphasizes the importance of mindfulness. “If the seeds 
of mindfulness practice are planted from a younger age, 
navigating stress and learning what our body needs 
becomes much easier.” Hoffman’s practice of nutrition 
focuses on making healthy choices not only for our 
physical health but for our mental health as well. For 
another perspective, I reached out to nutrition specialist 
Eve Lansink who received her certification from 
Precision Nutrition. Lansink specializes in providing 
personalized nutritionist advice and fitness coaching. 
She is passionate about helping sex workers who 
have notoriously busy schedules. Having worked as a 
stripper herself, she aims to “elevate their physical and 
spiritual health through love and support.” 
The habits we develop early in life stay with 
us—ask anyone who started smoking as a teenager. 
Unfortunately, changing ingrained patterns in our 30s is far 
more challenging. On the flip side, young adults who adopt 
healthy habits are set for success. Hoffman reminds us that “if 
you prioritize taking care of yourself, starting with your physical 
health, everything else starts to snowball.” But how are we supposed 
to know what taking care of ourselves looks like if we are never in 
school? We know it’s vital to get outside and move our bodies, but 
beyond that, a lot is overlooked or taken for granted. “I just don’t 
think the practice of nutrition is even acknowledged as something 
that needs to be taught. It’s just assumed that it’s inherent, which it’s 
definitely not,” says Lansink. Instead, nutrition lessons are merged 
with other subjects like physical education.
When I attended high school, I analyzed the Canada Food Guide 
and created a meal plan. The 2020 updated Canada Food Guide 
offers tips for healthy habits, such as prioritizing drinking water 
over any other beverage and eating plenty of fruits and vegetables. 
However, it doesn’t specify which nutrients make for balanced meal 
plans. According to Lansink’s expertise in nutrition, “many people 
are not getting enough micronutrients, specifically fibre.” A study 
uncovered that 95 percent of people don’t meet the recommended 
daily fibre intake. Dietary fibre is vital for bowel health and it prevents 
heart disease, stroke, and obesity. Gut health is critical as that is 
where the majority of our serotonin is stored. In 
Interviewing certified nutritionists Eve Lansink and Kaitlynn Hoffman
I just don’t think the practice of nutrition is even acknowledged 
as something that needs to be taught. It’s just assumed 
that it’s inherent, which it’s definitely not.
– Eve Lansink, Nutrition Specialist
addition, an unhealthy gut contributes to insomnia and chronic 
fatigue; consider this alongside the fact that many college students 
can’t start their day without coffee or an energy drink. Gut health is 
imperative for optimal quality of life. Lansink suggests adding lentils 
or kidney beans to a meal for adequate dietary fiber. And Kaitlynn’s 
advice for enjoying morning coffee is to stay hydrated with lemon 
water (which supports digestion) and choose a quality organic bean. 
During my conversation with Lansink, she brought up the 
importance of getting enough macro and micronutrients daily. 
Macronutrients are carbohydrates, proteins, and fats. We need a lot of 
these to give us energy! The majority of our macronutrient intake—40 
percent in total—should be from carbs, such as bread, grains, pasta, 
vegetables, and fruits. There is a misconception that carbs are bad. In 
reality, they are essential for our health and should be the largest food 
group in our diet. Micronutrients, on the other hand, are vitamins and 
minerals. If you aren’t getting enough of a specific vitamin or mineral, 
you can add supplements to your routine. To find out if you’re getting 
enough, get a blood test or speak to a nutritionist. 
“Many people are restricting calories so they’re not getting 
enough of their macronutrients,” explains Lansink. People 
develop an unhealthy relationship with their food habits 
because of the lack of education. The rise of social 
media use, specifically Instagram, isn’t helping. 
Users see airbrushed bodies on the app with 
thin waists and thick hips, advertising that 
[viewers] can achieve 
the same 
body through laxative teas or low-calorie diets. It’s harmful and fails to 
acknowledge that health exists at every size. You don’t have to go to 
the gym seven days a week, drink a spinach smoothie every morning, 
and avoid carbs to be the healthiest version of yourself. Lansink says 
that “regardless of someone’s physical ability, I feel like nutrition is 
vital. It’s so important for people to practice mindful nutrition.” That is 
paying attention to the food we eat, eating with purpose, and without 
judgement. Focusing more so on awareness through the senses 
rather than counting and restricting calories. Hoffman affirms this in 
saying, “our bodies have this innate wisdom.” 
Another barrier to healthy eating mentioned earlier is the cost 
of healthy food. According to Harvard Public Health, eating healthy 
costs $1.50 more a day, totaling $2000 per year. For the 40 percent 
of Canadian post-secondary students who depend on student loans 
for their living expenses, tacking another $2000 onto their yearly 
budget is unfeasible. As college students, it can be hard to know 
which foods create cheap and easy meals. Lansink shared a tip that 
frozen produce is equally as nutritious as fresh produce. So, if you’re 
low on cash but still want to take care of your health, purchase a bag 
of spinach from the freezer section and add it to your next dinner. 
Hoffman also suggests meal boxes such as HelloFresh, as you can 
oftentimes find discount codes where you don’t have to pay full price. 
Hoffman says, “it was really awesome just to know that I’m giving 
myself something that’s good quality and it’s fairly healthy.”
It is no surprise that college students are more stressed than ever 
before. Unsure of how the economy will impact their job prospects 
after graduation. Accumulating all that debt and hoping that it’s all 
worthwhile. Minimizing stress is ideal for overall physical health. 
However, that may be unfeasible for some college students. In the 
meantime, start by becoming aware of your boundaries and limits. 
Sometimes we take on more than we can handle, which can be 
detrimental to our mental health. Hoffman says, “taking time to burn 
off the energy that’s related to stress from a holistic perspective. 
So that might be moderate to high-intensity exercise. Even 
socializing and taking time to laugh can be really, really 
helpful.” Chronic stress can lead to burnout, so making time 
for exercise and laughter in between studying is beneficial 
for a better semester. A person’s mental and physical 
health is impacted by what they eat and what company 
they keep. Friendship is vital for combating loneliness, 
but toxic friends who aren’t supportive can be worse than 
staying alone. Hoffman reminds readers to “surround 
yourself with people who are in the same mindset. Rather 
than feeling like you’re just trying to advocate for yourself 
and don’t feel supported.”
Healthy living may seem unachievable for many college 
students who are strapped for cash. Thankfully, beans, lentils, 
and brown rice are pantry staples that are cheap and versatile. 
However, finding ways to eat healthy while living on a college 
student budget requires a bit of innovation and choosing a can 
of beans over bacon—which may be difficult at the moment—
will pay off long-term. For example, swap out ramen for a quick 
coconut lentil curry. Then, freeze the meal and reheat it to fuel you 
throughout the week. Or add spinach to the ramen for a more filling 
and nutrient-dense meal. Hoffman reminds us that staying healthy 
doesn’t have to be complicated or expensive. In fact, she says, “it’s 
as simple as getting enough sleep, eating foods that feel good in your 
own body, and taking 20 minutes a day to do some movement.” 
For readers who are interested in learning more about intuitive 
eating and nutrition, you can find Kaitlyn Hoffman on Instagram         
@thenomnivorenutrition. Readers interested in achieving their health 
and fitness goals should reach out to Eve Lansink on Instagram        
@trainstripperstrong. 
Take time to burn off the energy that’s related to stress from a holistic 
perspective. So that might be moderate to high-intensity exercise. Even 
socializing and taking time to laugh can be really, really helpful.
– Kaitlynn Hoffman, Holistic Nutritionist
CJ Sommerfeld
Staff Writer
What dimensions of well-being are included in your definition of “health”? What dimensions 
of well-being are included in your definition of 
“yoga”? How much overlap is there between these 
two terms? Karma Teachers—a by-donation yoga 
studio and teacher training school operating out of 
Vancouver’s Downtown East Side—is reinventing 
how (and to who) yoga is being delivered. 
The Other Press got to virtually meet with 
the studio’s director Andrew Fredericks to discuss 
off-the-mat-yoga, how the pandemic helped him 
understand creative heath and device-health, and 
the studio’s reopening. Remarkably, each of these 
things are intimately intertwined. 
Fredericks begins by reminding us that yoga is 
not so much an exercise regime as it is a lifestyle. 
“At first, yoga was a concept. That was something 
that I had to remove from the practice of yoga. 
It eventually shifted into a lifestyle—an ongoing 
practice.” He continues to tell us how one limb of 
the practice has outshone the other seven in the 
public’s eyes: “We primarily know yoga in the West 
as physical, but there’s eight different layers to yoga. 
The physical practice that we know, that’s so popular, 
is third on that list—according to Patanjali. One and 
two are the Yamas (restraints), and Niyamas (inner 
observances). These are our social and our personal 
ethical yoga practices; they’re principles that we 
practice and live by. And the key word is practice. 
By using that word, it can suggest there’s no way 
of mastering that, but can further encourage it in 
continuity. That is the off-the-mat yoga; that is what 
we take into our day-to-day lives. We’re not just 
coming to this magic carpet to do our movements 
and be a totally different person inside of that [yoga 
mat]. Off the mat is very important; that is the 
further practice of yoga.” 
The remaining five limbs of yoga are pranayama 
(breath control), pratyahara (deprivation of the 
senses), dharana (focus), dhyana (meditation), and 
samadhi (absorption). Fredericks reminds us, “we 
are not experts in yoga or Sanskrit, but according to 
various literature, translations of Sanskrit to yoga are 
not direct or as easy as other languages. When we 
use the words Yamas, Niyamas, and Asana we can’t 
suggest that they mean one exact thing because 
translating Sanskrit to English is complex.”
45 West Hastings has been the home to 
Karma Teachers since it opened its doors in 2012, 
however, they have vacated the space during 
COVID. “Karma went through a bit of a split last 
year, and right now it’s Phoenix that’s in the 
space; Karma has gone to more of a digital studio,” 
Fredericks tells the Other Press. For those who are 
not eager to go back to in-studio classes, no need 
to worry, Fredericks tells us how the Karma team is 
also working on creating an online database with a 
library of downloadable content. 
Karma Teachers is, however, moving away from 
their digital studio, and back into their heritage 
space on West Hastings, with a soft opening 
happening September 1. This location is special to 
the non-profit, Fredericks tells us, “Karma has always 
been located in a place where it’s been able to help 
people.” What is Fredericks and the Karma team 
hoping to see following the studio’s reopening? 
“We’re hoping for guests to feel more comfortable 
and more welcome. […] We want to see guests 
returning, we have a huge mailing list which shows 
that we have had a lot of people who have come 
through the doors and into a building in one of the 
worst neighborhoods in Vancouver.” 
As someone whose always found the 
community at Karma Teachers welcoming, I asked 
Fredericks if he believes that space fosters social 
health. “I can’t speak to […] what makes everybody 
feel socially comfortable because […] it’s a lot to 
make everybody feel [that]. […] But if the past 15 
months has taught the world anything, it’s that 
social health is easily in the top-running. We have a 
number of guests who just prefer to come for classes 
because they get their social comforts elsewhere. 
And, we have guests who come to the studio in 
search of social comfort. […] The studio will always 
do their best to set the tone for [either].” 
Mentioning social health was the perfect 
segue into chatting about social media. How does 
Fredericks suggest we foster healthy social media 
practices? “Take back your power around how you 
use social media. It’s a tool, and a device that we 
(with conscious means) have the ability to control—
rather than being controlled by it. […] Bringing some 
awareness and control to this, can bring up some 
time and space to either seek more external social 
interactions, or build up more social connection that 
we have with ourselves. Devices are just taking us 
so far away from that and I think over the last year, 
[COVID] could be something that has opened our 
eyes up to it, or it could have just deepened us into 
the hole.”
Fredericks continues to tell the Other Press 
how refining his social media and device health 
A spiritual approach to health
 › Yoga studio director Andrew Fredericks explains how practicing can improve our lives
We’re not just coming to this magic carpet to do our movements 
and being a totally different person inside of that [yoga mat]. Off 
the mat is very important—that is the further practice of yoga.
– Andrew Fredericks, Karma 
Teachers yoga studio director
has contributed to heightened self-control in his 
meditation practice. He explains that gaining control 
over his devices gave him the tools to improve his 
dhyana. “Through meditation and practice, I started 
to notice that action [of constantly turning to his 
phone], and then just stop. I started to get really 
conscious: ‘what do I need to go to my phone for?’ 
‘what is there, that I can’t find right here?’ That’s 
what would develop that curiosity around ‘what can 
be found in meditation?’ Five minutes maybe can 
extend to 20 minutes. If we’re just taking time for 
ourselves to breathe, to hear the sounds outside, to 
notice any tensions or sensations in the body. Five 
minutes doing that and it can just keep going and 
going. […] Taking control in some balance to these 
two things, there’s much to discover.” 
Fredericks notes that similar to the focus he 
receives when turning of his social media and device 
notifications, the time spent away from society 
during COVID has also decluttered his mind and 
allowed him to better focus on creative endeavours. 
“[Prior to COVID] there was no room for my creative 
expression to come out. Everything was in here and 
in here,” he says as he points to his head and heart. 
“But it was staying in there. […]  I could never finish 
anything; I could never put anything onto paper and 
complete it. I’m only coming to realize that now, it’s 
taken a tremendous amount of time with myself [to 
have] the mental space to allow for it to come out.”  
What principles can we learn from Karma 
Teachers and Fredericks to incorporate into 
our own lives? Which of these will improve the 
dimensions of health that are absent in our day-to-
day lives? “Karma Teachers hopes that its services 
will be helpful to those who need it. The world 
has collectively just experienced a trauma.” Want 
to learn more? Practice with Karma? Volunteer? 















Through meditation and practice, I started to notice that 
action [of constantly turning to his phone], and then just stop. 
I started to get really conscious: ‘what do I need to go to my 
phone for?’ ‘what is there, that I can’t find right here?
– Andrew Fredericks
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Writer, comedian, and activist Baratunde Thurston uses his 
podcast series How to Citizen with 
Baratunde to unpack social and 
political affairs still affecting American 
society. Thurston has relaxing yet 
informative talks with various guests 
to raise awareness for problems. For 
the health issue, we’re focusing on an 
episode from season one, “Feeding 
Ourselves Our Way (with Chef José 
Andrés).” The entry was recorded last 
year in August, but its health-related 
subjects remain pivotal today.
Thurston speaks with Liana 
Sanchez and Katelan Cunningham 
who volunteer their time at the Los 
Angeles (LA) Community Fridge 
and chef José Andrés’ efforts to feed 
people through his organization 
World Central Kitchen. Both causes 
have tackled America’s food crisis in 
different ways during the COVID-19 
pandemic. The LA Fridge is essentially 
a public refrigerator that acts as a food 
bank by making sure communities can 
procure food and vital supplies.
What’s inspiring about Sanchez, 
Cunningham, and Andrés is how 
incredibly passionate they all are 
in making sure neighbourhoods 
always have access to food. All three 
are motivated by the fundamental 
fact that food must be preserved as a 
resource for not only survival but also 
for bringing everyone together. Their 
community-first mindset conveys how 
kindness, compassion, and selflessness 
are powerful forces to safeguard 
people’s health and social well-being. 
Thurston further explores the 
philosophies behind the Fridge and 
Andrés. One surprising concept of 
the Fridge he uncovers is its identity 
as mutual aid rather than charity. 
As mutual aid, it cares more about 
feeding people via food donations 
and volunteerism rather than being a 
charity (which usually structures its 
efforts based on money). The Fridge’s 
admirable priorities remind us of the 
heartwarming corner of humanity that 
helps others for its own sake.
The podcast covers Andrés’s belief 
that eating food is a right everyone 
should have, especially children. His 
worldview as a chef even influences 
him to work with Kamala Harris on 
the Feed Act, a bipartisan bill that 
would help support restaurants during 
the pandemic. The common ground 
between a cook and a politician adds a 
humbling layer to this episode.
The episode also has interactive 
features that make the podcast a more 
accessible experience for listeners 
beyond the audio recording. Thurston 
includes a rough transcript of his 
conversations with guests, welcomes 
feedback, and offers the chance to 
connect with his platform’s social 
media. He even has a shortlist of 
queries you can answer called action 
questions which are related to the 
episode’s topics. These facets create an 
inclusive space that give his audience 
time to think about how the podcast 
can relate to their own lives. 
 Overall, Baratunde Thurston’s 
podcast episode “Feeding Ourselves 
Our Way (with Chef José Andrés)” 
from his series How to Citizen with 
Baratunde ensures listeners that 
there is indeed human goodness 
everywhere. His openness and 
generosity foreground relevant health 
themes discussed by his guests. 
Thurston proves to his listeners that, 
with heart and empathy you can bring 
joy and even inspire change in your 
own community.
Podcast spotlight: discussing 
food initiatives in ‘How to 
Citizen with Baratunde’
 › The series introduces us to positive approaches in feeding America
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Many folks have turned to astrology to provide predictions for when 
they should brace for the worst. The 
pandemic has heightened some people’s 
anxiety and despair. I spoke to student 
astrologer and founder of podcast It’s 
Just a Phase, Rylen Alistair Raye Moore, 
about what drew him to astrology. 
After our conversation, Rylen decoded 
my natal birth chart and shared 
insights into what I needed to face to 
live in alignment with my higher self. 
Astrology for mental health necessitates 
introspection. 
Rylen is no stranger to feelings 
of depression; “I attempted suicide in 
2018 and after that, I was searching 
for meaning outside of my religious 
upbringing. I found astrology and 
unlocked a whole world that I hadn’t 
known existed which really helped me 
get out of that dark place,” he explains. 
To this day, he cultivates hope and 
understanding through the study of 
transits and retrogrades. A transit is an 
ongoing movement of planets. Every 
planet makes a transit throughout the 
year. Planet transits vary in length and 
can last as long as two years for Mars. 
(For a reading of current transits, you 
can find out on cafeastrology.com.) 
For folks reading, get ready for Jupiter 
entering Pisces. This transit provides an 
opportunity to forgive those who hurt 
us. Pay close attention to our dreams as 
they may signify our future endeavours. 
As more people step away from 
organized religion and embrace 
alternative forms of connecting with the 
universe, astrology flourishes as a tool for 
self-reflection. Horoscope Today podcast 
by Parcast delivers personalized messages 
for the 12 zodiac signs to anchor listeners 
for the day ahead. Despite the popularity 
of astrology, skeptics doubt its validity. 
Astrology skeptics can learn a lot from 
receiving a chart reading. Rylen gifted 
his dad a full-natal-chart reading. The 
information helped his dad see the value 
of astrology. “There is the good, the bad, 
and the ugly—and if you’re not willing to 
look at [those aspects] astrology might 
not be for you,” explains Rylen. 
A natal birth chart encompasses 
seven personal and social planets. 
Generally, people only know their star, also 
called the sun sign, determined by what 
sign the sun is in when they are born. 
The sun stays in a sign for approximately 
30 days. There are 12 signs in the Zodiac 
(Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, 
Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, 
Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces), along 
with 12 houses and six planets (Sun, 
Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and 
Saturn). Each sign correlates to a planet 
and one of the 12 houses—and each house 
has a different meaning. To learn more 
about what each house means, check out 
a resource on Cafe Astrology. Horoscopes 
in the paper are fun to read. However, 
their simplification of predictions based 
on the star sign leads to generalizations. 
The absence of personalization breeds 
skepticism. Despite all of this, Rylen still 
enjoys reading newspaper horoscopes.  
After the interview, I sent Rylen my 
date and time of birth. It was my first time 
accessing services from an astrologer. 
When I received my personal planet 
reading, I opened the email to reveal a 
10-page document breaking down my 
natal chart. Rylen explains, “natal charts 
are a timestamp of where the planets 
were in the sky at the exact time and date 
you were born. The combinations are 
almost endless.” This is why even though 
my roommate and I have the same signs 
in sun, moon, and mercury, we are quite 
different. The reading broke down each 
aspect of my chart with specifics that 
resonated with my personal life. Especially 
the component about my inability to 
think ill of others despite the harm they 
cause me and feeling unsatisfied with 
working a 9 to 5. I asked Rylen to explain, 
based on my natal chart, where I should 
focus my energy. My Mars and Venus are 
conjunct in the 12th House, which creates 
a blockage. The 12th house is associated 
with karma, endings, healing, closure, 
afterlife, and everything we cannot see. 
Ryan describes, “that feeling of screaming 
out but nobody being able to hear. It is an 
endlessly frustrating position for Mars to 
be in, and certainly plays out in your life 
in a myriad of ways that I am not privy 
to yet.” Reading his words, I felt seen in 
my struggle with asserting boundaries 
and speaking my truth. Once I came 
to understand this aspect of myself, 
I have acquired the ability to set rigid 
boundaries; I’m no longer the pushover I 
was as a teenager. 
For readers interested in receiving 
a personal planet reading, contact Rylen 
on his Facebook Page for It’s Just a Phase 
and schedule an appointment. Studying 
astrology can foster spiritual growth 
and healing, or even dictate what career 
path to pursue post-college. For folks 
interested in further reading, Rylen 
suggests The Only Astrology Book You’ll 
Ever Need by Joanna Martine Woolfolk. 
The text goes into detail about all twelve 
astrological signs in the zodiac and their 
compatibility. The updated version of 
the book endorses getting in touch with 
authentic emotional needs.
How astrology can benefit 
your mental health
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Cannabis can be a tool for alleviating chronic pain and mental health 
symptoms. I worked at a cannabis 
dispensary pre-legalization where the 
products sold were not certified or packaged 
by the government. Meanwhile, the second 
dispensary I worked at in 2019—the winter 
after legalization—sold legal cannabis 
secured in child-lock containers with labels 
that informed consumers about the product 
with info like the percentage of THC and 
CBD, and the primary active ingredients of a 
cannabis plant. 
Cannabis became legalized for adults 
over the age of 19 in BC on October 17, 2018. 
This decision reduced the stigma around 
the once-vilified plant medicine. Now 
people who once shunned cannabis were 
entering dispensaries to ask how cannabis 
could alleviate their headaches, lower-back 
pain, and anxiety. As a salesperson, it was 
my job to lead them in the right direction. 
I first inquired how they wanted to ingest. 
The options varied from dried flowers to 
edibles, vape cartridges, and my personal 
favourite topicals: creams and salves. 
My knowledge of cannabis previous 
to working in the industry was that when 
consumed, the plant created a psychoactive 
response in the brain and makes you 
ravenous for food (specifically junk food). 
As I entered my first shop, I browsed the 
glass shelves. To my surprise, there was a 
wide variety of products outside of dried 
cannabis, many of which were CBD-
dominant. As the year went on, I got well-
acquainted with cannabidiol, aka CBD, 
the non-psychoactive part of the cannabis 
plant. CBD has become increasingly 
popular for its therapeutic properties it 
offers people of all ages. 
CBD products provide many benefits 
that scientists are still learning about. For 
example, the plant has proven to relieve 
the symptoms of PTSD by impacting the 
amygdala: the part of the brain responsible 
for processing memory and emotional 
responses. CBD also reduces anxiety in 
both people and pets. The shop I worked 
at sold CBD in bacon or seafood flavour 
for both cats and dogs. CBD even relieves 
gastrointestinal symptoms caused by 
irritable bowel syndrome and has been 
shown to reduce seizures caused by epilepsy. 
A common concern customers inquire 
about when trying out CBD is whether or 
not this product will get them high. For 
many, it is because their goal is to find a 
replacement product for Advil. Thankfully, 
CBD does not get you high because it 
impacts the body more than the brain. 
The following question is what dosage to 
administer. Of course, the amount depends 
on the method they are using. Unlike THC, 
excessive CBD consumption does not cause 
hallucinations, dizziness, and nausea. 
However, CBD may make you drowsy in 
large quantities, which is why it is not 
recommended to operate heavy machinery 
or drive after consumption.
I advise first-time users to try 
out capsules to reduce the financial 
commitment if it doesn’t work out. The 
more affordable option for long-term usage 
is a tincture. My favourite tincture is sold 
by wellness company Miss Envy Botanicals 
and uses organic MCT as a carrier oil. 
The product is absorbed quickly, which is 
beneficial for panic attacks as the relief is 
instantaneous. There are several factors 
in how fast CBD is metabolized by the 
body, such as weight. When I worked at a 
cannabis store and first-time users came in 
to ask for recommendations, I encouraged 
them to embrace a trial-and-error approach 
of different doses to see what works best for 
their condition and desired results. 
While working in the cannabis 
industry, I also learned that mixing CBD 
and THC can yield the most effective 
results in many cases. But that all depends 
on a person’s comfort levels. The scare 
tactics from the war on drugs has resulted 
in many people still holding a negative 
perception of THC. Meanwhile, CBD 
has become popular among wellness 
communities and people who want relief 
but not another daily prescription. CBD is 
so mainstream that you can even find CBD 
at some local corner stores. 
Many new companies have appeared, 
trying to profit from the newfound glory; 
I recently came across a CBD lavender-
infused face mask that reduces aging—
and other companies are selling CBD-
infused lube. Research in CBD has only 
just begun, but as scientists and doctors 
learn more about CBD, it’s a surprise that 
such a safe and beneficial substance was 
once illegal in Canada. It is estimated that 
the industry will be worth $20 billion in 
less than half a decade. 
Everything I learned about CBD while 
working in the cannabis industry
 › Cannabidiol’s therapeutic properties and lack of high appeals to many
Jerrison Oracion
Senior Columnist
Tim Hortons is known around the country for their signature doughnuts including the Boston Cream, 
the Honey Cruller, and their bite-sized Timbits. They 
have been experimenting with new doughnuts to create 
new instant classics with their Dream Doughnuts series. 
Some of their recent offerings included doughnut-
related desserts, making them Canada’s favourite 
doughnut, according to their new Dream Doughnuts 
commercials.
Before renowned Canadian chef Tallis Voakes 
joined the Tim Hortons team, the doughnut place 
looked like Burger King. Since then, he revamped their 
menu and improved the quality of their sandwiches, 
bagels, and is always thinking up new artisan ideas such 
as the new Dream Doughnuts—while also offering more 
sustainable initiatives.
For their new Dream Doughnuts, Voakes decided to 
make French-inspired doughnuts filled with cream-like 
pastries, based on the famous culinary school Le Cordon 
Bleu in Ottawa where he studied. (He cooked a dish for 
Queen Elizabeth II when he lived in London!) There 
is the Strawberry Shortcake Doughnut which is dually 
filled with cream on one side and strawberry filling on 
the other side, and the Vanilla Cream Doughnut which 
is filled like a cream puff and drizzled with chocolate. 
The Vanilla Cream Doughnut had a lot of cream inside 
and the creaminess of it is dense like the Boston Cream 
Doughnut—except it does not taste like custard. The 
same thing for the Strawberry Shortcake Doughnut; the 
strawberry cream had an artisan taste.
I was asked to do a review of the BTS Meal, which 
was something everyone was hyped up for this past 
month. The greatest K-pop group of all time, BTS—who 
currently has the number one song worldwide and 
the fastest music video to get to 10-million views with 
“Butter,”—collaborated with McDonald’s as part of 
their offerings of meals designed by famous musicians 
beginning with the Travis Scott Meal. The meal involves 
one of my favourites: Chicken McNuggets.
The commercial for the BTS Meal made Chicken 
McNuggets look appealing and I was sold on getting 
the meal after watching K-pop music videos (which 
always have product placement). The meal consists of 
the 10-piece Chicken McNuggets Meal and includes fries 
and a drink. The only difference is that it includes two 
sauces designed by the members and inspired by sauces 
in McDonald’s in South Korea. There is Sweet Chili 
Sauce and Cajun Sauce which shows that the members 
like spicy food and they have good taste. There is special 
packaging for the meal, including the bag, where a lot of 
BTS fans were selling them on the internet and there is 
also text and the group’s name in Korean throughout the 
packaging. Both sauces were flavourful where the Sweet 
Chili Sauce is smokey and spicy and the Cajun Sauce 
tasted like a Creamy Chipotle Sauce.
They do taste like “Dynamite” and are smooth as 
“Butter.” While the BTS Meal is no longer available, it was 
worth the hype. McDonald’s will probably offer more 
designed meals by musicians that are under the group’s 
record label Hybe which recently merged with Scott 
Braun’s record label and includes Ariana Grande, Taylor 
Swift, and Canadian singer Justin Bieber.
Dream doughnuts and BTS
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The DSU provides Douglas students with amazing things: free food and student clubs. My favourite perks from the DSU are the fun college events. 
Back in the good old days, we used to have BBQ parties or movie nights where 
the DSU would give out popcorn, burgers, or mac-and-cheese. Since the “you-
know-what”, they have been doing their best to bring back those events online. 
I have attended a few: a self-defense workshop, guided meditation, animal 
therapy, and so on. As the Other Press’ second-best designer who loves creating 
good art, I find virtual painting nights are the most fascinating of them all.
To paint, we obviously need some paints, unless you’re a weird New 
York artist who paints with your own blood. We also need a canvas and some 
brushes. Fortunately, you don’t need to go to Michael’s and get these supplies; 
the DSU will ship the necessities straight to your door like they’re Amazon. 
Hence, you need to sign up for the event in advance, as registration closes a 
week before. If you follow the DSU on social media (@thedsu6), they are likely 
to post approximately 10 stories per day about the event so you can’t really miss 
it. When the DSU sends out your supplies, you will receive a UPS link to track 
your package of supplies and extra goodies (told you they are Amazon). In 
addition, you’ll need to prepare a glass of water, a dish or a palette, and some 
napkins. 
The DSU partners up with Paint Star Party—a Coquitlam-based company 
that organizes painting events. The artist owner, Cheyenne Williams, teaches 
us to create the artwork step-by-step. She is super friendly, encouraging, and 
patient as we go through each step of the painting. She gives us instructions on 
how to mix different colours, which brush is the best to use, and how we can 
“save” the painting if we accidentally make it a little bit unusual. Unlike college 
classes, most of the students find the painting class’ pace manageable and are 
able to finish their painting within the time frame of two hours. In the end, 
we all turn on our cameras and show each other what we have painted. Even 
though everybody follows the same steps, the outcomes can be very distinctive. 
For example, in this desert scene, we have different sizes of cacti, different 
messages on our signs, and different mountain shades. 
Personally, from zero to Vincent van Gogh, I’d say my painting level is 
a two. “C’mon dude! Your layouts are incredible!” said the OP’s readers. Yes, 
of course, I do know that I make stunning newspaper layouts, but painting a 
picture from scratch is a far cry from that. In my first Virtual Painting Night, I 
was super anxious at every brushstroke as I was afraid that I would somehow 
“ruin” my painting. “That’s not how you’re supposed to do it, idiot,” said Jenny 
several times. I didn’t quite believe that I could actually paint. However, as I 
have attended more of these events, I have been feeling much more confident. 
I wouldn’t say that I’ll have works displayed at the Lourve, but I can look at my 
paintings with a huge grin. Finally, after four Virtual Painting Nights, I can write 
this article and proudly show you what I have created. I do believe that any 
living creature can create a masterpiece, including the elephants in Thailand. 
FYI, Thai elephants can paint better than me!
The DSU is very likely to coordinate another Painting Night in the fall 
semester. By then, if it is safe again, we can all gather on campus and paint our 
bums off! Don’t be afraid to sign up to try painting for the first time. As the 
legendary Bob Ross says: “We don’t make mistakes, just happy little accidents.”
Any living creature can be an artist!
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Two slices of bread can lead to unlimited possibilities. With every type of food available as a topping, you can 
make a new classic sandwich even from leftovers—which 
far surpasses the usual ham and mayonnaise sandwich. 
Meat patties, sliced meats, sauces, vegetables, 
different types of bread, and even hash browns can create 
a lot of famous sandwiches, including the BLT, the spicy 
chicken sandwich, the Double Down, grilled cheese 
sandwiches, artisan sandwiches, the beef dipper, and one 
of my favourite sandwiches: the tonkatsu sandwich.
When I am at home, I think of ways to make a 
sandwich based on the food that we have in the house or 
what we had for dinner last night. Some of the sandwich 
recipes that I have made in the past are mind-blowing and 
can only be eaten occasionally (I say that because this is 
the health issue). When making these sandwiches, you 
might have to cook or bake some of the ingredients before 
assembling them. The ingredients list in these recipes 
is put in the order that you assemble the sandwich. The 
bread option is completely up to you!
Creative sandwich recipes























Toasted Brie Pizza Sub
• Marinara sauce
• Pepperoni (and any other 
toppings of your choosing)
• Sliced brie cheese
Method:
• Bake sandwich in the oven 
until toasted
Sliced Sausage and Chicken 
Sandwich
• Sliced chicken deli slices
• Grilled sausages sliced 




Herb and Garlic Breakfast 
Sandwich
• Boursin cheese (herb and 
garlic flavoured)
• Scrambled egg with optional 
cheese
• Bacon or sausage patty
• Ketchup
• Cheese (optional)
The Other Steakhouse 
Sandwich
• Boneless steak
• Any steak sauce including HP 





Fish and Chips Sandwich
• Baked or fried fish filet
• French fries
• Tartar sauce
• Ketchup or hot sauce
• Vinegar (optional)
• Salt (optional)
Chicken Cordon Bleu 
Sandwich
• Baked chicken Cordon Bleu 
available at your local meat 
shop
• Any melted cheese
• Cranberry sauce
• Any other toppings and sauces 
of your choosing













• Deep-fried pork cutlet
• Tonkatsu sauce






• Cooked breakfast wrap
• Chimichanga or burrito
• Any hot sauce 
(optional)
Method:
• Put together and enjoy
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Not that long ago someone told me that they had been having terrible 
back pain for years that doctors couldn’t 
seem to fix; they had tried drugs, daily 
stretching, and yoga yet nothing could 
properly combat their pain. During COVID 
however, they had lost a bit of weight and 
their back pain miraculously disappeared. 
They wondered why an earlier doctor 
didn’t suggest a diet change or other 
weight reducing measures. If it works in 
practice and seems intuitive, why is it no 
longer part of the arsenal of suggestions 
doctors make? If anything, this should be 
something that we all learn in our school 
days and carry on throughout our lives. 
But as the body positivity movement has 
gained prominence, I suspect a doctor’s job 
of combating excessive weight has gotten 
harder.
The body positivity movement isn’t 
a bad thing, but like any good idea it 
can be taken too far or even warped into 
something less desirable. Originally, the 
movement was started for and by black 
women to extoll the truth that beauty is 
not confined narrowly to one size and skin 
tone. It was also meant to share power with 
trans and disabled folk whose silhouettes 
were seldom represented as beautiful in 
the media. Good things can blossom, but 
they can also wither, so it was not long 
before the body positivity movement 
produced champions like Ragen Chastain. 
In one post on her “Dances With Fat” blog, 
Chastain outlines how best to counter a 
doctor who insists on prescribing weight 
loss as a method to alleviating illness. This 
same post includes a series of cards to be 
printed and referenced during checkups to 
combat doctors “weight bias.”
The concept of weight bias in the 
medical system has recently come to 
light and is facing intense scrutiny. An 
article from Buzzfeed showcased several 
people’s experience with fatphobia in 
the healthcare system and the way that 
doctors misdiagnosed, mistreated, or 
even shamed people for what they look 
like. Even Business Insider and Psychology 
Today have published articles discussing 
the perils of fatphobia and weight bias in 
the medical profession. Clearly, it is no 
longer acceptable for doctors to see weight 
loss as the proper response to ailments 
and common maladies—and they may 
even be accused of malpractice for saying 
so. It’s no surprise then that someone 
today may be prescribed drugs long before 
a change in diet. But that invites the 
question: is medication is always better 
than attempting a lifestyle change? Does it 
really make sense to run the risk of having 
an overmedicated society as opposed to 
addressing the very real health issue that 
plagues millions?
Excess weight can have extreme 
negative consequences to the quality and 
longevity of one’s life. Case in point, the 
African-American community—who 
created the body positivity movement—has 
dangerously high rates of diabetes and 
hypertension. Two things closely associated 
with excess weight and diminished life 
expectancy. It certainly is possible for there 
to be a more nuanced and combined view 
of health wherein people are not required to 
look a certain way to be deemed attractive, 
but that shouldn’t preclude doctors from 
acknowledging some of the problems with 
poor diet and exercise habits.
Maybe this is a question of balance 
and we have not figured out when it is 
and isn’t appropriate to suggest weight 
loss as a potential health benefit. People 
should love themselves and be happy with 
their own bodies—but at the same time, 
we should still be able to have frank and 
truthful conversations about the realities 
of health. However, for much of the body 
positivity movement, even that stance is 
considered fatphobic and bigoted. Maybe, 
like the person I mentioned above, people 
will just have to sample prescriptions until 
they stumble on weight loss and hope for 
the best.
Has body positivity hurt healthcare?
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Fitness centres play a vital role in keeping the community active. Not 
only do they enhance the quality of life, 
but they provide safe exercise equipment, 
swimming pools, and classes for those who 
require a regimented workout. Many open 
as early as 7 am and close at 10 pm, making 
them convenient to access no matter 
your availability. With various options for 
exercising, there is something for everyone. 
Even though a pass to a recreation facility 
at a community centre is cheaper than a 
fitness club, 10 visits to a community centre 
will cost a Vancouver resident $53.26, 
which is reasonable if you’re getting paid 
$19.50, which is the living wage for Metro 
Vancouver. 
Despite the push to address economic 
inequality, many employers who hire 
university students pay minimum wage. 
The government should offer subsidized 
fitness passes for youth and young adults, 
up to the age of 25. Because exercising the 
recommended 30-minutes a day shouldn’t 
only be available to those who can afford a 
membership. The incentive also fosters a 
healthier and happier community. 
Offering free or discounted access 
to fitness passes would promote an active 
lifestyle well into adulthood. Similar to 
how libraries—funded by the provincial 
government—encourage reading. Getting 
a library card takes less than five minutes 
and allows access to various materials such 
as books, e-books, DVDs, newspapers, 
and magazines. Reading has proven to 
reduce stress and depression symptoms. 
According to a study published in the 
American Journal of Psychiatry, people 
who exercise regularly are happier. If the 
city wants happier residents, especially 
during the winter months when people are 
impacted by seasonal affective disorder, 
they should reduce financial barriers to 
physical fitness. 
Douglas College has two gyms on 
each campus for students and faculty 
to access. However, not all students live 
near campus and therefore depend on 
community recreation centres. Jogging 
outdoors or using equipment at public 
parks is a reasonable option during the 
summer. However, once the rainy season 
starts, fewer people want to train outdoors 
and brave the elements. By reducing the 
financial barrier to exercise, youth are 
encouraged to maintain healthy habits 
throughout the year. And by doing so, they 
may even encourage family members or 
roommates to join in. 
Whenever the discussion of the 
government assigning money to the budget 
to support public programs, people tend 
to criticize the program because they 
don’t want to pay more taxes. However, 
by efficiently allocating money from 
other departments, the budget doesn’t 
have to increase. Regardless, healthy 
residents should be a priority. Ultimately, 
encouraging exercise by increasing access 
to community centres results in fewer 
hospital visits. As a result, the government 
saves money by investing in recreational 
facilities. As a result, people live longer lives 
and are less prone to preventable diseases 
and premature death caused by sedentary 
lifestyles.
We need recreation passes for youth
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People can make whatever choices they want to make with their 
bodies, whether it’s skydiving or 
running with bulls. Of course, some 
decisions are better for you in the long 
run than others. For instance, being 
active and having a balanced diet with 
lots of fruits and vegetables is better 
than sitting on the couch guzzling soda 
and eating chips. I think that more 
people should be more interested in 
living a healthy life. You only have one 
thing for your entire life and that’s your 
body, so it’s important to take care of 
it. That is the best reason why health is 
important and why people should take 
care of themselves. 
If you don’t take care of your body 
now, then when you get old you will 
likely be less healthy and resistant to 
the problems that come with getting 
older. A lot of the time when you talk 
to older people, they are worried about 
their health and want to eat well and 
stay active. Why not develop that habit 
now while you’re young and capable 
as opposed to waiting until you’re 
old? It’s easier to go out for a walk 
while you’re young and you don’t have 
bad knees or back problems. Not to 
mention, being healthy strengthens 
your immune system and can give you 
a better fighting chance if you get sick. 
Throughout the COVID pandemic 
the main comorbidities were old age 
and poor health; maybe some of those 
people would be in better condition 
had they started earlier, and the disease 
wouldn’t have hit them so hard. 
Also, when you’re healthy you can 
be an example for the people around 
you. You might have kids and them 
seeing you be active will encourage 
them to be active too. Or if you have 
a friend that spends too much time 
sitting around you might be able to 
motivate them to do things in the fresh 
air. If you live as a healthy person than 
you can encourage other people to do 
the same as well. This will be better 
for everyone in the long run. If your 
friends are healthy with you then you 
can spend more quality time together.
I don’t think anyone would argue 
that health isn’t an important thing. 
As a matter of fact, it may be the most 
important thing because without your 
health you won’t be able to do much 
at all. So, since that is true, we should 
encourage everyone to take good care 
of themselves.
Is health important?
 › Your health might be the most 
important thing you have
Tariq Ghanzi
Contributor
While my debate partner, Joseph, makes good points; you do 
need your body for the entirety of your 
life and people can make whatever 
choices they wish with their bodies. 
However, he is wrong in saying that 
health is the most important part 
of life. Enjoyment of life is the most 
important part of living, seeing as 
happiness is something you can’t do 
when you’re dead. It might even be the 
best choice an individual can make 
with their own freewill.
Certainly, people should choose 
to be healthy if they can, but you 
should mostly choose the things 
that make you happy even if they are 
unhealthy. If you are a cinephile and 
you are happiest in your home theater 
with popcorn and litres of soda, who 
can judge you for your enjoyment? 
You’re not hurting anyone, and you 
are likely enjoying the creative work 
that someone spent a long time to 
make—so where’s the loss? My debate 
partner talks about spending time 
with friends, but doesn’t playing 
video games with your online buddies 
count? It’s popular and a lot of people 
like it, so why doesn’t that count for 
something as well? Maybe the idea 
of quality time shouldn’t just be time 
spent kicking a ball or running.
Besides, there are many ways for 
someone to derive pleasure during 
their free time. What about playing 
an instrument and enjoying music? 
Those things make people happy too 
and they don’t involve exercise. Those 
hobbies should be considered as 
important due to the happiness they 
brings. There are plenty of unhealthy 
musicians who lived to ripe old ages 
without caring much for their well 
being like Keith Richards and Mick 
Jagger. Those two have probably out 
lasted a fair few Olympians if we are 
being honest, so maybe health isn’t 
the golden ticket. 
I think health isn’t particularly 
important seeing as you can be happy 
without having to focus too much on 
your moment-to-moment health. You 
can enjoy great food, you can enjoy 
other people’s creativity, you can even 
sit down and watch trained athletes 
compete and showcase their near 
inhuman skills. Why should people 
work so hard to be healthy when they 
can just enjoy how much there is to 
enjoy while you’re alive. It’s not like 
you’ll be alive forever regardless of 
how many laps you run anyways.
 › You should do what you enjoy 
even if it isn’t healthy
It’s easier to go for a walk while you’re young 
and you don’t have bad knees or back problems.
Certainly, people should choose to be healthy if 
they can, but you should mostly choose the things 
that make you happy even if they are unhealthy.
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1. Suzie’s Organic Ketchup 
Style Sauce
Am I not the only one confused by this 
product’s name? Is Suzie trying to tell us that 
their sauce has been made in a ketchup style—and 
is therefore not actually ketchup? Or—is this one 
of these semantic, redundant, ‘naan bread’, ‘salsa 
sauce’ misspoken terms. If I opted for the organic 
$7.99 bottle of ketchup opposed to the $1.99 
Heinz stuff, I sure hope I am getting what I paid 
for—ketchup! 
Color: Anemic red 
Tasting notes: The front of the bottle reads 
‘Double Dip Worthy’, and I couldn’t disagree more. 
There is nothing less artificial tasting in this red 
sauce compared to the non-organic one. I do not care 
if the salt and sugar used are organic or not, just like all 
ketchup has ever done, these ingredients infiltrate the 
palette, reminding us just how far these two ingredients 
can alter a vegetable from its original form.
Verdict 1: Sugar and salt are the meth of ingredients.
Verdict 2: Ketchup is one of the easiest condiments to 
make. If you are set on opting for a healthier option, instead 
of spending nearly $10.00 on something you have been getting 
from McDonald’s for free since you were a child, you might as 
well mix together the few spices, tomato paste, and sugar it takes 
to make this BBQ must-have.
2. Suzie’s Organic 
Mayonnaise
Suzie must really be into mayonnaise 
because she decided to not make this product in 
mayonnaise style, but instead as actual mayonnaise. 
Suzie must also be making a killing by charging 
an arm and leg more for condiments by adding 
a few organic ingredients into them. Note: 
This product’s main ingredient is soybean 
oil—organic, albeit, but can you name a more 
metallic-tasting oil? Could they not have opted for 
an avocado oil?
Color: Pus
Tasting notes: Rancid. Between the iron after 
taste, paint-thinner aroma, and gel consistency—which 
I am all blaming on the soybean oil, you lose everything 
enjoyable about mayo (which was not much to begin 
with). This mayonnaise literally tastes like viscous plastic: 
no tangy taste, no sweetness, just polyethene. 
Verdict: Dear Suzie: if you swap this product’s main 
ingredient to avocado or olive oil, I will give it another go. Until 
then, I’m sticking with Kewpie mayo (largely because of the cute 
bag it comes in).
3. HLTHPUNK Organic 
Smartfood BIONNAISE oat-
based vegan mayo
Decided that you want to dip your toes 
in the vegan pool? $9.99 and this toothpaste-tube 
of a vegannaise container can be yours. Its aesthetic 
reminds me of stickers my parents used to buy me I 
the early ‘oos, something similar to Lizzie McGuire 
when she transformed into “Animated Lizzie.”
Color: Ivory 
Tasting notes: How is it that each of this 
condiment’s ingredients—except for the pea 
protein, are discernable? The package reads: 
“sunflower oil, oat milk (water, oats), vinegar, 
pea protein, sea salt, black salt, ashwagandha, 
acerola, asafetida, lemon juice concentrate, carrot 
juice concentrate, white pepper, turmeric,” and P.S. 
everything is organic. And P.P.S. Ashwagandha is 
Indian ginseng, acerola is a sort of Latin American 
cherry, and asafetida is a bitter—yet savory, tasting 
Iranian fennel. That’s right, this is not the mayo you have 
been dipping your McDonald’s fries in all your life. Not 
even its texture is repulsive—as are most mayonnaises, but 
instead it is velvety, even ironically: buttery. 
Verdict: I’m not usually a big fan of veganizing 
something by substituting animal product ingredients with 
weird veggie-based emulsifiers and things made of nuts. There 
is plenty of great vegan food that has always only ever contained 
plant-based ingredients—like bread. But this product, I am all 
for. Who woulda thought of adding turmeric or carrot juice in 




















prepare for butt 






















broke away, fell away,
drifted apart.
whatever we had last may
sits in the dark
of my memory.
nutmeg, palo alto
sifts through the air.
I don’t wallow,
I swallow the nothing.
no despair.
there’s no sadness, no crying,
I don’t miss you at all.
If my body is lying
and I crumple in fall,
there’s still no denying
I wanted this so bad
to sit in the dark of the memories we had.
an old spark’s the enemy,
there’s still no denying—
perhaps in the future,
































The Swamps of Sadness over there
like the cave that December brings
where Artax succumbed to despair 
and Atreyu was saved with wings 
but they told us to get a degree 
to stay inside and up all night 
to not go out for a spree 
of drinking and drugs and talking 
                                                          despite 
we’ve been inside and up all night 
they told us to follow the pyramid 
that’s constantly shape-shifting     what a guide
                       norms that inhibited 
anything but those Swamps
in the story that never ends
another voice that prompts




Life & Style Editor
In the bathroom at night 
I’m flossing my teeth and listening to the lone bell out on the ocean 
Dark waves slap at its sides 
And so it rings 
When a message from you also rings
“I was remembering what it felt like
To fall asleep with you in my arms 
When things weren’t so weird
And I was so comfortable
It was warm
Soothing 
Unless I was intentionally laying awake
To hear you sleep
I would be asleep in seconds nuzzled into your back
Or I would lay awake at night 
And trace your skin by moonlight as you slept”
Suddenly it occurs to me 
I don’t think I can love you enough
For I am ringing out loud 
And your waves keep slapping at my sides 
In the dark





















15. Film legend ____ Hayworth
16. Run after
17. Formally attired (2 wds.)
19. Bride's path









39. Italian appetizer course
41. Fail to include
42. Welcome
43. Tribe














































45. South American country
49. Aromatic spice






















• Experience with editing, editorial print, and 
online production
• Experience managing a diverse team ranging 
from new to experienced writers and editors
• A background in journalism
• Strong writing and editing experience
• Experience with the Other Press is a must!
Interested? Send cover letter, resume, and 
writing/other relevant samples to 
editor@theotherpress.ca by August 16
The Other Press 
is hiring an 
Editor-in-Chief
